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OBITUARY: CHARLIE MUNRO 1917-1985 

by Bruce Johnson 

_________________________________________________________ 

[This obituary appeared in the Summer/Autumn 1986 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 

harles Robert Munro was born on May 22, 1917 in New Zealand. He died 

suddenly from a cerebral haemorrhage in Sydney on December 9, 1985 at the 

age of 68. 

He was the child of musicians who ran a family dance band with whom he was 

playing before his teens. At thirteen he was conductor of his school orchestra and 

from seventeen he was a professional musician, playing piano, reeds, flute and ‘cello.  

 

Charlie Munro on soprano saxophone…PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

He worked extensively in New Zealand, including under Maurie Gilman who was 

also later to settle in Australia. He played the shipping routes between New Zealand, 

Australia, Vancouver, some of the time under the leadership of American Linn 

Smith, who was a significant figure in the early history of Australian jazz.  
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Munro settled in Sydney in 1938, joining Myer Nyman at the Glaciarium and 

replacing Bert Mars at the Backstage Club with Wally Parks in 1939. An invitation to 

join Frank Coughlan had to be refused because at that time Munro was articled to the 

Niagra for a specified cruising period. Back ashore in 1940, he worked with Dud 

Cantrell, with Sam Babicci at Rose’s and then with Tiny Douglas at the State Theatre.  

 

Frank Coughlan… 

He spent wartime service in various entertainment units until his discharge in 1946 

when he joined Wally Norman on alto at the Roosevelt, working with other jazz 

interested musicians like Sid Beckwith, Al Vincer and John Hodgson (aka Django 

Kahn). When Norman imported some of the earliest bop records in 1946, Munro 

quickly assimilated the style. He joined Bob Gibson in 1950, and also began four 

more years formal study of the ‘cello. With Gibson, among others, he became very 

visible on the jazz concert stage and recorded with various others involved, including 

Les Welch.  

In 1954 he began an association with the ABC dance band, then under Jim Gussey, 

which lasted until its demise in 1976. Through the ‘60s he worked closely with the 

pioneer of modal concepts in Australia, Bryce Rohde, until the latter’s departure for 

the US in 1965.  

He was also busy with groups of his own, which included at various times Mark 

Bowden and George Golla, and with Don Andrews’ Castillian Players, and was 

invited by Chico Hamilton to join his band on ‘cello. Munro’s experimental urge led 

him to assemble a group in 1966 with Ron Gowans, Dave Rutledge, Jack Iverson, 

Ken Brentnall, Marie Francis, Ed Gaston, and Mark Bowden, to perform the 

Seiber/Dankworth Improvisations for Jazz Band and Orchestra with the Sydney 

Symphony Orchestra under Dean Dixon. 

Studying Eastern music well before it became fashionable, he recorded Eastern 

Horizons in 1967, which John Clare coupled with Here’s Bryce (on which Munro was 

also present) as the two “most successful Australian recordings”.  
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Album cover for Charlie Munro Quartet’s Eastern Horizons… 

 

Trumpeter Ken Brentnall: a member of Munro’s 1966 group…PHOTO COURTESY 

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

In 1970 he performed his ballet Count Down, a work which incorporated free form 

and atonal ideas. Through the ‘70s he remained in comparative obscurity, emerging 

in 1979 to work with Bruce Cale. In the ‘80s he ran a workshop with Jack Thorpe, 

Mark Bowden, and Wayne Ford on ‘cello, and led his own club quintet.  
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Charlie Munro worked with the pianist Bryce Rohde (foreground), the pioneer of 

modal concepts in Australia. Bruce Cale is on bass, the drummer unidentified, 

possibly Mark Bowden… 

At the time of his sudden death he was working with Georgina de Leon’s Lucy Brown 

Quartet with Ken Morrow, Frank Murray and, John Edgecombe, who died also, on 

the day of Munro’s funeral. 

Throughout his career Munro maintained an extraordinary breadth of outlook and 

was at the forefront of a succession of jazz developments in Australia: bop, modal, 

free form, eastern experiments and other fusions. As an arranger, he showed a 

profound grasp of the total context, including the medium, of the music. His 

intelligence was one of the most comprehensive in Australian jazz, yet wholly without 

pretentiousness. He was one of the closest things this country has produced to a jazz-

based genius.  

 

 

 

 


